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Test is the teaching finally also is a very important link, through the test, may 
inspect the student to study the knowledge to grasp the degree, also may evaluate 
to a certain extent teaches classes teacher's teaching effect. But this receives takes 
a test the itself quality influence, like test scope is whether widespread, whether 
ceases the examinee to cheat, how does the difficulty degree as well as examine 
test papers the standard whether correct and so on. Therefore the paperless test 
way replaces traditional the test way is the inevitable tendency, also is the 
computer educational reform important link. 
The issue discusses the significance of the research, main contents and 
application foreground of test system. First, it exposes theories and relevant 
technology used in the system. Second, the design and perform method of four 
sub-systems, test questions database sub-system, test sub-system ， score evaluate 
sub-system and maintenance sub-system. The principal target of the system is to 
carry out the automatic score evaluation of the computer operation correctly and 
efficiently. Furthermore, the score evaluation is the most significant and the most 
difficult part in the whole system so the design method and the corresponding 
technology of score evaluation sub-system are expounded in detail.  
During the development of this system, practicability is emphasized. The 
system has the feature of convenient utilization and simple operation and it 
realizes the functions such as examination, dynamic random paper generation, 
time control, automatic paper reading, paper subject inputting and modification, 
user’s management, courses management and score management etc. In the end the 
unsolved problem and going-on direction of this system are illustrated. 
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一命题，统一考试，统一阅卷。这种模式如图 1-1 所示。 
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web)N 务器上安装本程序即可，客户端使用操作系统自带的 MA 览器，完全免安
装。可以适用于任何单位。清正一专业网络考试系统采用美国微软公司 新的。
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Q 点收卷。  
教师可依据不同科目的篇章节对各个试题进行点评和讲解。学生在进行试
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